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EDITORIALS

Welcome to New Editors

The Journal of Neurotherapy is pleased to have Tim Tinius, PhD, of
St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota join the masthead as
Associate Editor. Serving as Consulting Editor, Tim has coordinated
and judged student submissions at Society for Neuronal Regulation An-
nual Scientific Meetings for the last four years. These important papers,
done mostly by PhD candidates, have become cornerstones of the meet-
ing and many have subsequently been published in this and other jour-
nals. With his focus on publication and academic pursuits, Tim will
have an increasingly important role in the day to day operation of the
Journal of Neurotherapy. Immediately, he will become an action editor,
following submitted papers through the peer review and revision pro-
cess, recommending eventual publication.

We are also pleased to add Juri D. Kropotov, PhD, as Associate Edi-
tor representing the European chapter of SNR. Dr. Kropotov is the Di-
rector of Laboratory for Neurobiology of Action Programming at the
Institute of the Human Brain of the Russian Academy of Sciences. He
will help coordinate the editing of submissions by European authors. He
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is the author of many papers and the recipient of 12 grants in the last
seven years. Dr. Kropotov was named The Eminent Scholar of Russia
in 1994, 1998, and 2000 and received a Diploma of the USSR Academy
of Sciences for the Highest Achievement (Discovery) in Science, 1990.

In addition to his role as section editor for News from Other Journals
and Websites, David A. Kaiser, PhD, of the Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology, has agreed to serve in an additional role as Internet Editor, help-
ing the journal editor in the development of a Core List of Relevant Web
Site Links, with a view towards assessing sites that merit links to the
journal’s home page within the Haworth web site. According to Melissa
J. Devendorf, Scheduling Manager/Assistant to the Publisher, The
Haworth Press, Inc., librarians and users consider it an added value if
the journal’s printed and e-journal pages provide quality links that can
be recommended to the readers. David will continue with the develop-
ment of new features in the journal involving the subject area of the
journal and the internet and continue writing internet-related columns
and features for the journal. He will continue to coordinate closely with
Brian Thiel, the editor of the Society for Neuronal Regulation’s Web
services and “Home Page,” <www.snr-jnt.org>.

Technical Editors, Rich Herrington, PhD, of the University of North
Texas, Denton, Texas and Jon Frederick, PhD, Postdoctoral Fellow at
the University of Texas Houston Health Sciences Center join the edito-
rial staff to assist in evaluating increasingly complex issues of statistical
analysis and software approaches in neurotherapy. Jay Gunkelman,
QEEGT, continues as Technical Notes Editor.

David L. Trudeau, MD
Editor

David L. Trudeau, MD
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